This paper puts forward and realizes local model SQLite and remote model SQL Server two different database processing technology based on Android system according to mobile platform for database technology application deep-demand. Meanwhile, this paper expounds the function of WebService when Android system access SQL Server database. The approach proposed in this paper can be applied to the mobile terminal platform and mobile business management system smoothly, with the better advantage of commodity and technical maneuverability.
Introduction
As the popularization of smart phone, Android platform has been admired by more and more people, for its features of open-source, convenience, etc. The application software development in Android mobile phone is becoming more and more important. Data-processing is one of the important parts in application software development. Data-processing can hardly do without database technology. But because the limit of hardware condition for mobile itself, mobile phone cannot install and run large DBMS like most general PC. Therefore, how to realize the database application technology in Android system environment has become one of the important research subjects in mobile application software development. This paper is very aiming at introducing mobile database application technology.
A Brief of Android Database Technology
This paper takes SQLite and SQL Server as examples to introduce two kinds of general database access methods: local access method and remote access method, under Android system environment, and their realization.
A. Local access method and SQLite The data-processing of mobile phone works in local way due to the expenditure on internet, poor speed and the condition limit by mobile itself.
SQLite is self-contained database management system in Android system. It is a kind of lightweight database systems. Because of little support for system and external demand only, it can be embedded into hardware equipment easily. Less memory support and the ability of data reading/writing directly make it as Android mobile system good local data management tool.
Usually, SQLite database is stored in data/data/< project folder >/databases/ The smart, light features of SQLite will become helpless immediately when it comes to mobile terminal based on Web Internet remote database access support.
B. Remote access method and SQL Server Today, to realize data remote accessing and data processing is one of indispensable elements in mobile application with the rapid development of Internet technology as well as mobile speed increased and function improved. SQL Server, due to its ease of use, good scalability and cross-platform compatibility, making it singled out in the field of database. It has become the one of most popular database systems. In addition, internet remote data accessing, Web site data management makes it become widely used data management and maintenance tools.
Because SQL Server occupies large storage space, and consumes too much system resource, it is inconvenient to be applied in mobile system. Using the remote connecting SQL Server database technology, which can be achieved the ability to access database in the mobile terminal timely, at any time, query and update relevant data information dynamically.
Android system cannot connect to SQL Server database directly. It must transfer through the WebService middleware technology in order to realize the database accessing.
Related Work
Let's introduce the realization of local access method and remote access method of Android system from the angle of database connection in the following. Take a simple login application to show how to complete the specific database connection.
A. Local method connect SQLite Using SQLite connect local database system. Environment Building: Android4.0.4. The steps to connect with database system using SQLite as follows: First, create an object of the SQLiteDatabase. Second, call the method connectDB(), which used to connect database. When the first time you login, there is not any data in the database, so we should use the method insert() to insert the data into the database. Notice, annotation the insert() method when you login the second time, or you will insert the data again.
The WebService is a remote procedure call standard based on Simple Object Access Protocol(SOAP). It is a kind of software functions provided at a network address over the Web or the cloud. WebService can be described by XML file. This file is called as WSDL. WebService can integrate different operating system platforms, different programming language and different technology together.
There is not WebService library to call provided by Android SDK directly, We can use the SDK library by a third party called as KSOAP. KSOAP can be downloaded online as follows:
ksoap2-android-assembly-2.4-jar-with-dependencies.jar. The steps to connect with database system using SQL Server as follows: First, We should create a class to manage the database, we named the class DBOperation, we can create, delete, update and read the data in the database. In this article, we only show you how to read the data.
The DBOperation code to realize for managing database be omitted here. Then, create a WebService in order to read or update the database through the WebService. Create an instance dbOperation by DBOperation class, which we can call the method of it. Notice the method login, it has two parameters, the name and the password, we can call the method login in the class DBOperation.
The code to create WebService be omitted here.
The running result can be displayed as follows: Figure 1 The WebService running result.
Remember the URL of the two pages: Figure 2 The WebService for Login interface.
Input name and password, click CALL button, the XML information display as follows: Figure 3 The XML information.
We can use remote call server when finish WebService created and a series of setups. WebService can be called as follow steps:
• Instantiate SoapObject Use the method SoapObject (String namespace, String name), we can find the first parameter "namespace" in the Figure 1 , http://tempuri.org/, the second parameter name is the method name, clearly it is "login".
• set parameters of the called method Use the method of SOAP class: addProperty(java.lang.String name, java.lang.Object value) Here we need two parameters, the name and the password, so we should use the method addProperty two times.
• set the SOAP request message Use the class SoapSerializationEnvelope to serialize the request, send the request message to the server.
SoapSerializationEnvelope(int Version), the parameter Version should fit the version in the Web Service.
• create HttpTransportsSE object HttpTransportsSE(String url), the url is the url of the Figure 1 : http://localhost:49495/ WebService1.asmx, therefore we should change the localhost to 10.0.2.2 when we use it. C. An example for login interface using Android database This is an example for login interface. The figure shows login application simulating mobile under Android system environment.
The application has connected to database and accessed the data from database. So the mobile screen give the information for accessed the data successfully as follows:
Figure 4 Login application running results

Conclusion
This paper states the two technologies to access database: local and remote access to realize in the mobile with Android system and comparative analyze them. Come to the conclusion, the two models must use the two different technologies, to correspond different application scenario. Take the most popular SQLite in Android system and the most widely used SQL Server in Internet as the examples. Using SQLite for local model and SQL Server for remote model is easy and reasonable model. The strengths of two technologies are different but complementary. To take different processing technologies according to different actual situations.
These examples in this paper, background provided by mobile phone property management system of the city Housing Management Bureau. This database application technologies and realize methods can be extended to mobile phone business management application project in a general way. The succeeding works to develop database application of this business management system are more and more improve and perfect at present.
